
Response to the proposal:  Isolation of original (production) and mirrored traffic 

Here is some background information regarding the current design along with some things to think 

about when considering the new proposal. 

1. The actual tapping (packet duplication) takes place in br-int. The mirrored packets (copies) are 

then unconditionally directed to br-tap. The main reasons for moving mirrored packets to br-tap 

are the following: 

a. Filtering of mirrored packets (something that we should attempt to do in the future) can 

be carried out inside br-tap, without polluting br-int with too many TaaS related flows. 

b. The process of adding a tap-flow (when a source port is affiliated with a tap-service 

instance) does not need to concern itself with the location of the destination port of the 

tap-service instance. If the destination port of the tap-service instance resides on the 

same host as the source port (being added), traffic is redirected to br-int; otherwise it 

eventually makes it way to br-tun. 

I agree that this doubling back (to br-int) is not efficient. We did consider hooking the 

monitoring VM (directly) to br-tap but eventually decided against it for the following reasons: 

o This would require changes to some of the existing neutron mechanisms for associating 

ports with bridges on a compute node. 

o I wasn’t sure how to ensure that only the ports of monitoring VMs could be associated 

with br-tap and not ports belonging to other VMs. 

One of the problems we were facing is that the sequence of operations must be as follows: 

1. Create a neutron port (with port security disabled). 

2. Launch the monitoring VM and attach it to this port. 

3. Create a tap-service instance whose destination port is the monitoring VM’s port. 

(3) has to come last (no pun intended) because one of the essential steps carried out here is 

disabling mac-address learning in the Linux bridge used to connect the OVS port to the 

monitoring VM’s vNIC. 

We were never quite satisfied with this workflow because it meant that we cannot pick any VM 

at random and have it receive mirrored traffic. I am still hoping we can solve this problem one 

day. 

If we do go with the approach that monitoring VMs are hooked to br-tap (on the host where it 

runs), we should provide a TaaS API for the user to create the monitoring port, which will 

essentially serve as the destination port of a tap-service instance. The user of such an API would 

be expected to attach the port only to a monitoring VM (and not other types of VMs). 

 

Thank you very much for your explanation about background of the current design. 



Now I understand them, but I’d like to discuss a little bit more. 

 

In our implementation, at the time of a tap service creation, the taas agent processes as follows: 

1. Reconnects the port of a monitoring VM from br_int to br_tap. 

2. Add a flow entry into the flow table in br_tap. 

Subsequently, at the time of a tap flow creation, the taas agent processes as flows: 

1. Create a tunnel for carrying mirror traffic between br_tap bridges (on hosts where a 

source VM and a monitoring VM are running respectively), unless it already exists. 

2. Add a flow entry to set mirroring into flow table in br_int  (on a host where a source VM 

is running). 

 

Note: In our implementation, a monitoring VM can receive mirrored packets without disabling 

port security. 

 

We guess that it is possible to introduce our proposal without any changes of existing Neutron 

mechanism and TaaS API. 

 

 

2. Although the current implementation uses the existing inter-host tunnels (used by the 

production traffic), mirrored traffic is fully isolated from production traffic. In addition, the 

(mirrored) traffic belonging to one tap-service instance is completely isolated from that of 

another tap-service instance. This isolation is accomplished by using unique ‘tunnel ids’ – one 

per tap-service instance – that is separate from the tunnel ids used to segregate the production 

traffic belonging to different Neutron virtual networks. 

 

Excuse me, the word “isolation” I used in the proposal maybe not appropriate. 

 I understand that traffics are fully isolated (cannot be peeked) from each other by using vlan ids 

and tunnel ids. 

Our motivation of the proposal is to create a dedicated tunnel for carrying mirrored traffics. 

Although it depends on the physical configuration of a host, the existing inter-host tunnel and a 

dedicated tunnel can be mapped to different physical NICs. 

In this way, I guess that we can suppress performance impacts for production traffic. 

 

The following are the reasons for using the existing inter-host tunneling infrastructure. 

 

1. There is logic in Neutron (ML2) to create the tunnels between the compute nodes 

and the network nodes. Both GRE and VxLAN tunnels are supported. Tunnels are 

automatically created for new hosts appear and removed when hosts disappear.  

Essentially, a proven inter-host transport mechanism already exists. 

2. There is existing logic in Neutron (ML2) to segregate the traffic belonging to 

different virtual networks by using appropriate tunnel ids. This technique seemed 



sufficient to isolate production traffic from mirrored traffic and further more 

mirrored traffic belonging to different tap-service instances from each other. 

3. Its use enabled us to implement a protocol (albeit complicated, I’ll admit to that) 

that does not need the source side of a tap-service instance to know about the 

location of the destination side. This capability can be exploited for supporting tap-

service instances that gracefully handle inter-host VM migration (both the 

monitoring VMs as well as the VMs being monitored) without too much re-

configuration overhead. 

The proposal to create dedicated tunnels (between br-tap bridges on different hosts) for 

carrying mirrored traffic between hosts seems attractive. However, I would caution that we 

carefully examine the following before proceeding with it. 

1. The cost of maintaining a separate set of tunnels only for traffic monitoring can be 

high. Consider the case where one wants to monitor all VMs on a virtual network, 

and these VMs are spread across a very large number of hosts (potentially all of the 

hosts in the data-center). We would essentially have 2 times the number of tunnels. 

If the volume of mirrored traffic is quite small, then this would be a very expensive 

solution. 

 

Yes. 

We maybe can carry production and mirrored traffics via different physical NICs, but 

we need to manage 2 times the number of tunnels. 

 

2. What happens when the monitoring VM (connected to the destination side of a tap-

service instance) migrates from one host to another? This could require removing a 

large number of mirror tunnels and creating new ones. The same could apply when 

several source VMs are being (simultaneously) migrated. 

 

Yes, you are right. 

I need to make a careful consideration of a VM migration. 

When a VM migrates to another host, we need to create/delete tunnels. 

 

3. I am assuming that only one mirror tunnel will exist between two hosts. We will 

need logic (reference counting?) to determine when it is safe to remove the tunnel. 

If we don’t remove the tunnels at all, we could soon have lots of mirror tunnels 

between hosts that are no longer being used at all. 

 

Yes.  

Actually, in our implementation, a reference counter is associated with each tunnel. 

 



4. We still need to use tunnel ids to isolate mirrored traffic belonging to different tap-

service instances on the mirror tunnel between two hosts. 

 

Yes, it is. 

  



Response to the proposal: Creation/Deletion from GUI 

I agree that we need Horizon Dashboard support for TaaS. We had discussed this in the Design Summit 

meetup in Tokyo and it’s very nice to see your proposal on this. A couple of points: 

1. It is very likely that there will be several tap-service instances at any given time. It would 

therefore be nice to let the user pick a tap-service instance (from a list). 

2. We need to support VMs with more than one vNIC. The user should be allowed to choose 

the vNIC they want to monitor along with the direction of monitoring (ingress, egress, both). 

3. We need a UI page that lists existing tap-services and tap-flows for the tenant. This could be 

extended to show all tap-services and tap-flows for the cloud-admin. 

 

Thank you for your comments. 

Yes, I agree with you.  TaaS API should be fully supported by the dashboard. 

Current design and implementation is just a first step. 

(But, I guess it is enough to give an image how TaaS can be used from the dashboard.) 

 

 


